**ScatterWeb 2.3 - Changes:**

- Added Blinker function in the [EMPTY] Application
- Added function Messaging_doCommand in ScatterWeb.Messaging
- Added functionality of routable commands in ScatterWeb.Routing
- Added J2ME Interface of the MMSGate application
- Added messageSource in ScatterWeb.Messaging
- Added periodic function in the [EMPTY] Application
- Added the DirectedDiffusion application
- Added the MD5 application
- Added the ScatterViewer application
- Added the vGate application
- Changed every Comm_log to Comm_print of System_reprogram in ScatterWeb.System
- Changed defines of ScatterWeb.Data
- Changed return value of Time_getSystemTime from bool to time_t*
- Deleted define GREENSTATE in ScatterWeb.Data
- Deleted define REDSTATE in ScatterWeb.Data
- Deleted define YELLOWSTATE in ScatterWeb.Data
- PictureIt! – Fixed a bug in the ScatterWeb.Camera code